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A.

ENGLISH PAPER - I
SECTION – A
SYNONYMS
choose the context that is nearest in meaning to the italicized each
sentence.
Hughie was popular with everyone.
Sachin is a well known cricketer.
What an amazing model! Said Trevor
The patient had a surprising recovery.
The man had out his bordered hat for alms.
The rear portion of the car was beaten out of shape.
He extended a sealed envelope.
His thick boots were patched and cobbled .
All the tears in the dress have been sewn up.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

profie
accomplishment
inffectual
gleem
frckled
ragged
wiezened
parchment
coarse
forcorn
articulate
profound
fanatic

-

outline
ability
useless
sullen
dotted
untidy
dried
paper
rough
forsaken
express
deep
maniac
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-

uncontrollable
unrelated
offer
benefit
fulfils
demanding
fact
important
continue
lowers
simple
consent
compensation
rising
expanding
tear
rise
outpour
crowd
thrusting
push
unmanageable
exit
excited
chase
victoriously
drags
underestimated
refused
misfortune
brutally
cruelty
effort
punished

LA
I

unquenchable
irrelevant
tender
privilege
suffice
exacting
Truism
Indispensable
prosecute
subordinates
unsophisticated
acquiescence
redress
soaring
heaving
panic
erupt
torrent
swarm
Jamming
Tostle
unsustainable
exodus
frenzied
pursuit
Triumphatly
hauls
undervalued
denied
tragedy
Sadistically
brutality
diligence
penalished

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

voyagers
flocks
exited
fluttering
turittering
fascinating
renovated
valour
scantily
moat
notching
contrivances
opulence
intricate
magnificence
grandiose
patronage
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

–
–
–
–
–

traveler
groups
agitated
flapping
chirping
interesting
remodel
bravery
poorly
ditch
cut
machines
wealth
fine
generosity
impressing
support

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

ability
indifferently
joyous
public
common
discontinued
centre
least
part
indiscipline
false
forget
narrow
dirty
local

ANTONYMS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Inability
Eagerly
Piteous
Private
Rare
Continued
Corner
Most
Whole
Discipline
True
Remember
Wide
Clean
Foreign
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Sweet
Proud
Selfish
Impressive
Opulence
Reverence
Patronized
Ascended
Young
Fortune
Continued
Permanent
High
Narrow
Arrived

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

bitter
humble
generous
unimpressive
poverty
irreverence
discouraged
descended
old
misfortune
discontinued
temporary
low
broad
departed

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Violence
Legal
Visible
Included
Better
Never
Extended
Strong
Regular
Brave
Several
Glory
Ancient
Admired
Perfect

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

non-violence
illegal
invisible
excluded
worse
always
contracted
weak
irregular
timid
few
shame
modern
distained
imperfect.
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
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C. PARTS OF SPEECH

The following table contains a list of words which are used in different parts of speech.
ADJECTIVE
1.
Successful
2.
Obedient
3.
Courageous
4.
Memorable
5.
Separate
6.
Low
7.
Excited
8.
Useful
9.
Practical
10. Alive
11. Joyful
12. Angry
13. Sweet
14. Glorious
15. Regular

ADV ERB
successfully
obediently
courageously
memorably
separately
lowly
excitedly
usefully
practically
lively
joyfully
angrily
sweetly
gloriously
regularly

V ER B
succeed
obey
courage
memorize
separate
lower
excite
use
practise
live
enjoy
anger
sweeten
glorify
regularize

NOUN
success
obedience
encourage
memory
separation
lowness
excitement
usefulness
practice
life
joy
anger
sweetness
glory
regularity
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AND ACRONYMS

PA
PS
BPO
KPO
B.TECH
B.A
SBI
RRB
TAFE
TANSI
RAM
ROM
VISCOM
AIR
UFO
C.A
UAE
NGO
SSC
UNESCO

-

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

CAT
NEWS
UGC
AIDS
UN
SIM
PIN
DVD
IAS

-

Personal Assistant.
Personal Secretary / Post Script.
Business Process Outsourcing.
Knowledge Process Outsourcing.
Bachelor of Technology.
Bachelor of Arts.
State Bank of India.
Railway Recruitment Board.
Tractor and Farm Equipment.
Tamil Nadu Small Scale Industries.
Random Access Memory.
Read Only Memory.
Visual Communication.
All India Radio.
Unidentified Flying Object.
Chartered Accountant.
United Arab Emirates.
Non- Governmental Organization.
Staff Selection Commission.
United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural
Organization.
Career Aptitude Test/ Computer Aided Technology.
North East West South.
University Grand Commission.
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
United Nations.
Subscriber Identification Module.
Postal Index Number.
Digital Versatile Disc / Digital Video Disc
Indian Administration Service

PA
DA
SA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

LA
I

ABBREVIATIONS

HOMOPHONES
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Fill in the blank with the right Homophones :
1. The color of your hair is the same as that of the hare (hair/hare)
2. Do you know the answer? No . I don’t (no/know)
3. I can hear the bell from here (hear/here)
4. Our day on earth is measured by the hour (hour/our)
5. He wants to buy a flat by selling his house (buy/by)
6. I have seen the first scene (seen/scene)
7. Don’t waste your time in making your waist slim (waste/waist)
8. The boy in the last seat lost his purse (last/lost)
9. A hole in the pot made the whole pot empty (hole/whole)
10. I pray that these birds of prey should be protected. (pray/prey)
11. What made the mad man angry? (made/mad)
12. I placed a cube of ice on my eyes (ice/eyes)
13. Boating was stopped due to the lack of water in a lake (lack/lake)
14. I can’t write with my right hand. (write/right)
15. I can pay the fare if the charge is fair (fare/fair)
16. I don’t know whether the weather in Ooty will be pleasant (whether/ weather)
17. You must rise up from bed and buy rice for me (rise/rice)
18. Give him the piece of chalk or I can’t study in peace (piece/peace)
19. The front tyre is weak and it should be replaced within a week. (weak/ week)
20. I went to see the sea. (Sea/See)

SYLLABIFICATION

Split the syllables for the following
1. Properly
pro
2. Entertainment en
3. Astronomy
as
4. Observable
ob
5. Permanent
per
6. About
a
7. Inside
in
8. People
peo 9. Music
mu
-

words:
per
ter
tro
ser
ma
bout
side
ple
sic

ly
tain
no
va
nent

-

ment
my
ble
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-

gui
pri
sur
in
bare
fa
phil
ex
ar
re

-

ta
so
vi
ter
ly
na
har
tra
ti
turn

-

LA
I

Guitarist
Prisoners
Survival
Internal
Barely
Fanatic
Philharmonic
Extravaganza
Articulate
Return

rist
ners
val
nal
tic
mon
va
cu

-

ic
gan
late

- za

PA
DA
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Give the American
1. Centre
2. Metre
3. Practise
4. Theatre
5. Focussed
6. Organise
7. Programme
8. Colour
9. Endeavour
10. Neighbour
11. Favourite
12. Skilful
13. Enrol
14. Tyre
15. Fellow
16. Jam
17. Anticlockwise
18. Bonnet
19. Boot
20. Blind
21. Chips
22. Cot

English for the following words.
center
meter
practice
theater
focused
organize
program
color
endeavor
neighbor
favorite
skillful
enroll
tire
guy
jelly
counterclockwise
hood
trunk
window shade
French fries
crib
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Cutting
Dustbin
Fire brigade
Goods train
Interval
Jug
Rise
Shop assistant
Single
Torch
Wash basin
Wind screen
Witness box
Zed

-

clipping
garbage can, trash can
fire department
freight train
intermission
pitcher
raise
sales clerk
one way
flash light
sink
wind shield
witness stand
zee

PA
DA
SA

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
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I
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WORD USAGE

Use the words given below in sentences of your own.
1. To make matters worse the power supply went of .
2. We used to play cricket during holidays.
3. They took up their luggage.
4. The match was postponed on account of the rain.
5. The children played with an array of toys.
6. There is something on the rare side of the bus.
7. We have harmonious relationship with our neighbours.
8. The magnanimous rich man helped us.
9. This device is a testimony to your intelligence.
10. It was really the divine help that saved me.
11. Bharathi is a popular Tamil poet.
12. I gave him a present
13. I shall announce the program soon.
14. We can improve our knowledge by reading.
15. The sight filled up with panic.
16. I seldom go to films.

Match the words under column A and column B to form compound words.
A
B
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(ii)

Air
hand
over
child

hood
load
writing
port

(Ans) – airport, hand writing, overload, childhood.

Safe
Moon
River
Type

write
bed
light
guard

(Ans) - safeguard, moonlight , riverbed , typewriting

White
Ear
Water
News

paper
wash
park
house (Ans) - white house, car park , water wash, newspaper

Post
Break
Out
Black

board
set
fast
house

PA
DA
SA

(iii)

LA
I

(i)

(iv)

(Ans) - postman , breakfast , outset, blackboard.

Phrasal Verbs
Match the Phrasal verbs with their meanings
A
B
i)
get on
cope with
give in
yield
stand out
continue to resist
lay by
keep for future use
ii)

1.
2.

stand offish
return
lay over
stand back

Phrasal Verbs
back up
break into
-

aloof reserved
get back
stop at a place
move back

Meanings
support
enter

Phrasal Verbs
14.
come back
15.
bring down

-

Meanings
return
reduce
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break out
call on
call in
carry out
came across
fall off
fall on
knock down
turn on
cut off
figure out

-

start
visit
summon
execute
find
decrease
attack
reduce
start
separate
find

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

turn down
pass away
keep off
keep on
keep up
put in
put off
put on
turn down
turn off
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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I
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-

reject
die
avoid
continue
maintain
apply
postpone
wear
reject
stop

Affixes

Form words using the given Prefix and suffix
Prefixes
Suffixes
fore head
miser able
en counter
ser vant
in secure
announce ment
un fair
musi cian
ig noble
quench able
un quenchable
direct or
in direct
need y
post graduate
bright ness
fore noon
credit able
vice captain
colour ful
super man
secret ive
multi purpose
perform ance
mis guide
craftsman ship
under ground
enorm ity
sub way
metal lic
trans port
ir regular
em power
over lap
ultra violet
trans form
inter lock
hyper tension
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axes
crises
foci
genii , genies
memoranda
strata
aquaria
alumnae
alumni
dining rooms
grown ups
spoonfuls
analyses
criteria
series
errata
cupfuls
innings
curricula
media
loci

LA
I

-

PA
DA
SA

Give the plurals
1. axis
2. crisis
3. focus
4. genie
5. memorandum
6. stratum
7. aquarium
8. alumna
9. alumnus
10. dining room
11. grown up
12. spoonful
13. analysis
14. criterion
15. series
16. erratum
17. cupful
18. innings
19. curriculam
20. medium
21. locus

SECTION –B
II A Respond to the following as directed 10 X 1=10 Marks

23. Rewrite as directed.
1. Father does scold me sometimes (as a negative sentence)
Father does not scold me always.
2. How I wish I were invited to the party! (as a statement)
I wished to be invited.
3. Having completed the work, shreya went to play
(Begin with : shreya completed…)
Shreya completed her work and went to play.
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4. Muthu is a man of great courage.(rewrite using who)
Muthu is a man who has a great courage.
5. Can any one be more patient than a mother (as a negative)
No one can be more patient than a mother.
6. The water is so hot that I cannot drink it (use the structure too …. to)
The water is to hot for me to drink.
7. Though he came late, he did not miss the lecture(stand with: He came late)
He came late but he did not miss the lecture.
8. Solve the crossword puzzle and you shall win a prize (use If )
you solve the crossword puzzle, you shall win a prize.
9. Rekha completed the assignment, She submitted if for correction
(start with Having)
Having completed the assignment, Rekha submitted if for correction.
10. This is the room in which I read)(supply the gerund In the place of the underlined
words)
This is the room I used for reading
11. The actor of this movie is a new star.(rewrite using the men who…)
The man who acted in this movie is a new star.
12. Please tell me when I should meet you.(rewrite using to)
Please tell me when to meet
13. He listened to the story. He did not interrupt the narrator
(combine the sentence using ‘without’)
He listened to the story without interrupting the narrator.
14. To his surprise, he was elected the class leader(Rewrite with ‘He was……and….)
He was elected the class leader and he was surprised
15. Can you ever regain your childhood?
Childhood can never be regained
24.Identify the pattern of the following sentences;
1. We / wear / woolen clothes / in winter
2. Shyam / gave / me / a gift
3. He / visited / the orphanage / frequently
4. We / call / Gandhi / “Mahatma”
5. Alexander / conquered / many countries
6. Velu / grew / tired / after the match
7. I / admired / her / for her courage
8. All the cows / have been / milked
-

SVO A
S V IO DO
SVOA
S V O C
S V O
S V C A
S V IO DO
SVC
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9. The shoe / is / large
10. Suddenly / they / heard / a cry

-

SVC
ASVO

PA
DA
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25. Supply the suitable question tags:
Remember:
*The tag will contain a pronoun
*Negative statements will have an affirmative tag
* Affirmative statements will have Negative tag
1. The bus is early today,_______?
2. I shall carry the bags for you,_______?
3. Our team will win the match,________?
4. I haven’t answered your question,________?
5. You should treat each other with respect,______?
6. People ought to keep the street clean,________?
7. Many of us do not know this information,______?
8. He should see a doctor if he is well ,_______?
9. Swarna cannot run fast,________?
10. There are enough mangoes for all of us,_______?

(Answers) 1.isn’t it 2.shaln’t 3.won’t it 4.have you 5.shouldn’t you
6. oughtn’t they 7.do we 8. shouldn’t he 9.can she 10.aren’t there
26. Rewrite the sentences thus.
1. Cricket is one of the most interesting game (start with ‘very few..)
Answer: Very few games are as interesting as cricket.
2. The whole is bigger than the dolphin (The dolphin …..)
Answer: The dolphin is not as big as the whale.
3. No other boy is so smart as Naveen.(start with Naveen …)
Answer: Naveen is the smartest boy,
Answer: Naveen is smarter than all other boys.
4. Ice is as light as snow (start with Snow …)
Answer: Snow is lighter than ice
5. Asia is bigger than Australia (Begin with Australia ….)
Answer: Australia is not so big as Asia.
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27. Rewrite the sentence thus
1. Never have I seen such an exciting match. (I have not …)
Answer: I have not seen such an exciting match.
2. Would you mind opening the window? (Please . …)
Answer: Please open the window.
3. Has anyone seen the wind? (No one . .. )
Answer: No one has seen the wind.
4. Bring me a glass of water. (could you …..)
Answer: Could you bring me a glass of water
5. Oh! For a warm shelter! (I wish …..)
Answer: I wish I had a warm shelter.
28.Complete the sentence.
1. The Kabadi match continued _________ heavy rains
a. on account of b. In spite of c. In the event of.
2. ——————— of you studying well you will pass
a. in the event of b. on behalf of
c. in place of
3. He succeeded ___________ his hard work
a. in order to b. owing to
c. in addition to
4. He could not eat anything _________ his tooth ache.
a. because of b. on account of c. instead of
5. _______________ of emergency, call the police.
a. in case of b. on behalf of
c. by the way of
Answer: 1. b,2.a,3.a,4. a,5.a

29.A) write the correct form of very to complete the sentence.
1.
She hated her husband ———(come)late at night.
2.
————(walk) is a good exercise.
3. All of a sudden she stopped ————(talk).
4. Mary loves ————(teach) small children.
5. I do not know ————(dance)
Answer: (1) coming (2) walking (3) talking (4) teaching (5) dancing
B) Fill in the blanks using the correct voice of the verbs given in brackets.
1. You cannot meet the captain of the cricket team now, as he ——— (interview)
by the reporters at the moment.
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2. This is a subject to which ————(force) to return every now and then.
3. It ————(be) important because it recognizes the rights of these ‘invisible’
workers.
4. The central Government ———————(include) domestic workers in provisions
the unorganized sector workers’ security Act.
5. There ———(considerable) documentation of the abuse.
Answers: 1. is being interviewed 2. are forced
3. is
4. has included
5. has been considerable.

PA
DA
SA

30.Choose the correct phrase to in brackets to complete the sentence
(a. stored at,
b) squealed with delight, c) strapped together with
d) quick to notice e)spilling out. )
1. Rob Reilly saw his Dad carrying a battered brown suitcase ——(1)—— a large
leather belt. Seeing Mom, Dad dropped the suitcase ——(2)——. The contents
on the lawn. The author was ——(3)——— a large newspaper advertisement
displaying a new piano. Mom ——(4)—— hearing the news that Dad had bought
her a piano. The family members ——(5)—— that magnificent piece of furniture
positioned near the window of their living room.
Answers:
1)c, 2) e, 3)d, 4)b, 5)a.
2. (a. Switched the motor on, b. real test run, c. laugh with excitement, d. stirred to
life e)
his invention work)
The day of the test run made by the author and the inventor——(1)— hooking
up the battery terminals he ——(2)——. It ——(3)—— . It was cool to see ——
(4)——— the most fun part of the author’s summer and the one he would never
forget was ——(5)——.
Answer: 1) d
2) c 3) b 4) e 5) a
3. (a. perennial supply of
b. with a serious face
c. missed his Mom
d. reminded kumare. with inadequate power supply)
Noisy movement of the truck ——(1)—— continuous honking of water tankers
and the cramped that ——(2)—— and no study room. Grandpa had a ———
(3)—— coffee, pakodas, dosas, snacks etc. ———(4)—— stored for work. Kumar
thought he ——(5)——very much.
Answers:
1.d, 2.e 3.a 4.b 5.c
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31. Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles to complete the sentence
Note: ‘A’
a.May refer to any person or thing
b.Used before singular countable noun.‘AN’
a.Before singular noun which begins with a vowel sound
b.Before a word which begins with silent ‘h’ Example: an hour, an honest
(h is silent)
The following words Not begin with vowel sound so we use ‘a’ instead of ‘an’
Example: a unit, a university, a European , a one eyed giant.
1. Karthick is ——— famous percussionist. He is —— Indian. He cannot hear sounds
clearly and he has —— problem in hearing. His performs bare foot so that he can
feel ——— vibrations of ——— instructs in ——— orchestra.
Answer: a, an, a, the,
the, the
2. ——— Ganges is ——— longest river in India. It originates at ———— place called
Gangotri. Banares —— ancient town, is situated on its bank.
Answer: the, the, a, an
3. this is —— electronic age. ——— computer is said to be —— wonder machine is
capable of doing —— number of favour jobs.
Answer: an, the, a, the
4. —— Taj Mahal is —— illustrious example of —— Moghal Art. It is —— example of
architectural Art.
Answer: the , an, the , an
5. — educated man is always polite ——— more you are educated —— more you
become cultured. Good behavior is —— essential thing in our life.
Answer: an, a, the, an.
32. choose the appropriate preposition to complete the sentence.
1. Mr. Nathan will stay here ——— June ——— December. The topic ———- his
research is ‘the tribes ——— the hills”
2. If you look ——— the night sky —— a telescope you can see a number —— stars
twinkling ———— the darkness.
3. The speaker who spoke —— an hour —— the qualities ——— leadership comes
——— a university in the UK.
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4. Leave you books ——— the table —— centre of the room. You go to the room —
— the stair case. Wait there ——— I came.
Answer :
1. From, to, of, on
2. At, through, of, in
3. For, about, of, from
4. On, at, beside, until.

PA
DA
SA

II.B) 33. Rewrite as directed.
5x2=10
1. The function started late, but got over soon. (begin with ‘though’)
Answer: Though the function started late, got over soon.
2. The tired old man was unwilling to go any further. He returned home. (being)
Answer: Being tired and unwilling to go any further, the old man returned home.
3. Though Raja is poor, he honest (Inspite of )
Answer: Inspite of his poverty Raja is honest.
4. When the boys heard the joke they laughed (on hearing)
Answer: On hearing the joke the boys laughed.
5. On touching the gate the dog barked at me (As soon as)
Answer: As soon as I touched the gate the dog barked at me.
6. He is too poor to buy a cycle ( so— that — not )
Answer: He is so poor that he cannot buy a cycle.
7. Mohan is not only rich but also intelligent ( besides)
Answer: Besides being rich Mohan is intelligent.
8. I helped a blind beggar(who)
Answer: I helped a beggar who was blind.
9. If he had not supported me, I would have failed (But)
Answer: But for his support I would have failed.
10. The weather was bad and so we cancelled the match (AS)
Answer: As the weather was bad we cancelled the match.

34. Rewrite the sentence as directed Voice in bracket
1. The TamilNadu Housing Board authorities knocked down all the old buildings
they put flats in their place (passive voice)
Answer: All the old building were knocked down and flats put up in their place
by the TamilNadu Housing Board authorities.
2. Teacher teaches us grammar (passive)
Answer: We are taught grammar by the teacher.
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3. Let the old be supported ( passive voice)
Answer: Support the old.
4. The door was not closed (Active voice)
Answer: No body closed the door.
5. They must arrest the culprits (Passive voice)
Answer: Culprits must be arrested by them.

PA
DA
SA

35. Rewrite the sentence as directed the speech within the brackets
1. Watchman: “Don’t sit on the bench, Sir, It is dirty” (indirect)
Answer: The watchman advised the person not to sit on the bench and added
that it was dirty.
2. The teacher said to Sameer, “Have you completed your assignment?”(Indirect)
Answer: The teacher asked Sameer whether he had completed his assignment.
3. The visitor exclaimed with wonder that the Taj Mahal is very beautiful(Direct)
Answer: The visitor said, “How beautiful the Taj Mahal is !”
4. She exclaimed with grief that he had spoiled her best sari. (Direct)
Answer: “Oh! You have spoiled my best sari” She said.
5. Wilson said to Rajan, “Please help me” (Indirect)
Answer: Wilson requested Rajan to help him.

36.Combine the sentence using the ‘if’ clause.
1. The Municipality pays the sweeper regularly. They will sweep the places at least
once in a week. (if)
Answer: If the Municipality pays the sweeper regularly, they will sweep the public
place at least once a week.
2. Raj had got enough water. He would have shared it with his neighbor.(if)
Answer: If raj got enough water, he would have shared it with is neighbor.
3. He worked hard. He would pass.(if)
Answer: If he worked hard. He would pass.
4. You will Pass. You study well (if)
Answer: If you study well. You will Pass.
5. He plays well. He will win the price if
Answer:If he plays well,he will win the prize.
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37.Read the following sentence about Smitha’s family and write an
ob se rvat io n in sin gle se nt en ce u sing a nyon e of t he d eg re es o f
comparison.
1. The height of some students in std x in your class.
a. Radhika is 5 feet tall.
b. Rehman is 5.2 feet tall.
c. Ishanth Sharma is 6.5 feet tall.
d. Ashwin is 5.5 feet tall.
e. Thenral is 6 feet tall.
Answer:
a. Rehman is taller than Radhika
b. Radhika is not so tallas Rehman
c. Ishanth Sharma is the tallest boy in smitha’s family
d. Ashwin is taller the Rehman.
e. Thenral is taller than Radhika.
2. This room is larger than other. (Begin with other room’’’)
Answer: the other room is not So large as this room.
3. Appu is shorter than any other boys. (Begin with ‘Appu)
Answer: Appu is the shortest boy.
4. English is more popular than most other languages (Begin with very few’’)
Answer: Very few languages are as popular as English.
5. Very few rivers in India are as long as the Godavari’(using the Godavari’’’)
Answer: The Godavari is one of the longest rivers in India.
The Godavari is longer than most other rivers in India.

C. Punctuate:
Note; The following are the principal tops.
Full stop (or) period (.) =>
used to mark the end of declarative or an
i
mperative sentence
Comma
( , ) =>
represents the shortest pause used to
separate a series of words in the same of
instruction.
Semi – colon
( ; ) =>
represents the shortest pause of greater
importance than comma. It is used to separate
the clauses of compound Sentence
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The colon mark is a still more complete pause
than expressed by a semicolon. It is used often
with a dash after it (:- ) to introduce quotation.
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Interrogative
(?)
Exclamation
(!)
Capitals are used
> to begin a sentence
> to begin each of fresh line of passage
> All nouns and pronouns which indicate God
> To write interjection “oh”
> To begin all proper noun and Adjectives as Delhi, Rama,
African etc

Punctuate the following
1X5=5 Marks
1. What will he think of me said hughie oh my god
Answer: what will he think of me ? “Said Hughie. Oh, my god
2. chaya says we have no choice because who knows it well find enough water
enough.
Answer: Chaya says,“We have no choice, because who knows if we’ll find
enough water.
3. I m here she shouted come and get me out.
Answer : “ I’m here! “she shouted. “ Come and get me out”
4. yes i m here celine yelled back whats the time.
Answer: “ Yes,I’m here,celine yelled back,“what’s the time?”
5. we have lifted off i yelled my brother put his hand down and threw the switch
Answer: ‘We have lifted off’,I yelled! My brother put his hand down and
threw the switch.
SECTION C
Give brief answer of the following (any five 5x2=10)
1. What was Hughie’s financial status?
Hughie as was poor and unemployed.

2. What was the condition laid down by Colonel to allow Hughie’s engagement to
Laura?
The colonel asked Hughie to earn 10,000 pounds to allow his engagement to
Laura.
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3. Why was Hughie upset?
Hughie was unable to fulfill the Colonel’s condition. So he was upset.

4. What made the old man look a typical beggar?
The old man’s face was dried up. Wrinkled and sad. This made him look a
typical beggar.

5. Imagine another possible reaction the Baron could have had on receiving alms
from Hughie?
The baron could have invested Hughie’s sovereign and paid him the interest.
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6. Why did Hughie grow angry with Trevor?
Trevor clearly explained Hughie’s personal affairs to an old model. So,Hughie
grew angry with him.

7. What was the author’s choice of career?
The author’s choice of career was to be a musician. But his parents wished him
to be a doctor.
8. How is music different from astronomy?
Astronomy is the study of relationship between observable external objects. But
music help us to understand the condition of things inside.
9. How did Messiaen spend his time in prison?
In prison, Messiaen wrote a music composition – “Quarter for the End of Time”.
10. What is the significance of art?
Art is a part of survival. It is a part of our soul. It is an expression of ourself.
11. Why didn’t the narrator play the piano after the terrible incident?
The narrator was completely lost. So, he didn’t play the piano after the terrible
incident.
12. What are the two incidents that stress the importance of music as an essential art?
Messiaen wrote a music composition in jail. The Americans sang songs in the
evening of Sep.11,2001. These two incidents stress the importance of music as
an essential art.
13. Which period of life does Gkhale consider a very happy one?
Gkhale considers student hood a very happy period of life.
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14. What requires whole-hearted devotion?
Knowledge requires whole-hearted devotion (from its seeker)

15. What was the primary duty towards yourself?
My primary duty towards myself is to get a stock of knowledge.

16. What is the two fold duty to be acquired by students?
Acquiring knowledge and acquiring character is the two fold duty to be acquired
by students.
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17. What are the two valuable qualities to be practiced by you as students?
Obedience to parents and reverence for teachers are the two valuable qualities
to be practiced by us as students.
18. How would you define the true spirit of discipline?
A feeling of reverence for the teacher is the true spirit of discipline.
19. What makes students give way to emotions easily?
Student’s generous mind and unsophisticated hearts make them give way to
emotions easily.
20. Why should Chaya hurry?
Chaya hurries to join the queue for water.

21. What is a metropolis?
A metropolis is the capital of a country.
22. What caused the commotion in the street?
Water scarcity caused the commotion in the street.

23. What will be the future if the Himalayan glaciers become ice-free?
If the Himalayan glaciers become ice-free, the future will be worse.
24. What does Kamal Bhate do every morning?
Kamal Bhate wakes up every morning. He fights over water.
25. What was the condition of water?
The water was dirty and bitter. There were no means to boil it.
26. Why is the world of domestic workers ‘invisible’?
The world of domestic workers hasn’t got the recognition of law and the society
27. How can the Maharashtra Bill help the workers?
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The Maharashtra Bill recognizes the rights of the workers. Thus , it helps them.
28. How are children affected by these laws?
These, laws don’t allow children to register district welfare boards. Thus, they
are affected these laws.
29. What are the causes for the increase in domestic workers?
Changes in the economy and developmental policies are the causes for the
increase in domestic workers.
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30. How are some domestic workers’ lives similar to those of slaves?
Some domestic workers work full time. Thus, their lives are similar to these of slaves.

31. What do birds do every year during autumn and early winter?
Every year during autumn and early winter, birds travel from their nesting places
to warmer lands.
32. What could be the meaning of the phrase “carrying winter on their back”?
The phrase means marking the arrival of winter’
33. Who are the brave little voyagers?
Migrating birds are the brave little voyagers.

34. In what way is migration one of the greatest mysteries of bird life?
During autumn and winter, birds travel yearly from their nesting place in warmer
lands. They return during spring.
35. The migration of birds faces two main dangers. What are they?
Sometimes the migrating birds are blown by storms and drowned in seas.
Sometimes bright lights confuse them.
36. What is meant by local movement?
Local movement means movement within a country.

37. How old is the Brihadeesvarar Temple? Who built it?
The Brihadeesvarar Temple is thousand years old. Rajaraja Chola built it.
38. List out the specialities of Tanjore?
The Big Temple, Carnatic Music, dance and traditional handicrafts are the
specialities of Tanjore.
39. What is the speciality of the vimanam?
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The Vimanam is built with stones and without mortar. The topmost stone weighs
80 tons.

40. Describe the statues of the Gods and Goddesses displayed at the gallery.
The statues of the gods and goddesses are wonderful. They express life, energy,
craftsmanship and effort.
41. What evokes wonder in the onlookers?
The pillared cloisters have deities and lingas. There the granite stones are
interlocked harmoniously. This structure evokes wonder in the onlookers.
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Answer in a paragraph (any one)
1x5=5
1. Who was Hughie? How had Hughie treated the model who posed for Trevor
2. What was the result of Hughie’s mistaking the Baron for a beggar?
3. Describe the courageous way the Americans overcame the ‘Fall of the Twin
Towers’
4. What lesson does Messaien teach mankind through his attitude towards music
while he was in the concentration camp?
5. How is character important in life?
6. What are the various duties of a student? Describe any two duties of a students
as pointed out by Gokhale.
7. Describe the daily routine of Chaya and her family?
8. Briefly describe the scene from the arrival of the water-taker till its departure.

SECTION –D
3. A) Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow.
5x2=10
Warren Edward Buffet born on August 30,is an American investor,
industrialist and philanthropist. He is one of the most successful investors in the
world.Often called “the legendary investor”,He is the primary shareholder,
chairman and CEO of Bershire Hathaway. He was ranked as the world’s
wealthiest person in 2009 and is currently the third wealthiest person in the world
as 2010.
Buffet is also a notable philanthropist,having pledged to give away
99% of his fortune to philanthropic causes, primarily via the Gates Foundations.
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In 2009, after donating billions of dollars to charity, Buffectt was ranked as the
second richest man in the United States, with only Bill Gates ranked higher than
Buffett. In June 2006, he announced a plan to give away his fortune to charity,
with 83% of it going to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, making it the largest
charitable donation in history.
A significant proportion of his wealth will not go to his children. His
action is consistent with his principle that is against the transfer of great fortunes
from one generation to the next. Buffet once commented, “I want to give my
kids just enough so that they would feel that they could do anything, but not so
much that they would feel like doing nothing”.
QUESTIONS:
1. Buffet is known as ____________________
a. The model millionaire
b. the legendary donator
c. the legendary investor
d. a great philanthropist
2. State whether the following statement is true or false:
Buffet is currently rated as the wealthiest person in the world
3. ____________ is appreciated for his largest contribution to charity.
a. Bill Gates
b. Melinda Gates
C. Berkshire Hathaway
d. Edward Warren Buffet.
4. Buffet did not wish to _________________
a. transfer his huge property to the next generation
b. contribute much to the society
c. improve the investment sector
d. make huge donations to the poor
5. Having too much money would make people____________________
a. ideal
b. charitable
c. active
d. idle.
Answers: 1. (b)
2. False
3. d , 4. a, 5.d.

2. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow
The Falling Man
“The Falling Man” is a nickname given to a man who fell from the North
Tower of the World Trade Centre during the September 11 attacks in New York
City, and is also the title of a photograph, magazine story and documentary film
about the incident. The photo was taken by Richard Drew at 9:41:15 a.m on
September 11, 2001. The story written by Tom Junod, appeared in the September
2003 issue of Esquire magazine, and was later made into a film.
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Subject of the film:- whose identity remains uncertain, although
attempts have been made to identify him – was one of the people trapped on the
upper floors of the skyscraper who apparently chose to jump rather than die
from the fire and smoke, while the buildings collapsed. As many as 200 people
jumped to their deaths; there was no time to recover or identify those who jumped
prior to that. Officially, all deaths in the attacks except those of the hijackers
were ruled to be homicides(as opposed to suicides) and the New York City
Medical Examiner’s Officer stated that it does not classify the people who fell to
their deaths on September 11 as “jumpers”. (A ‘jumper’ is somebody who goes
to the office in the morning prepared to commit suicide).
Five years after the attacks, Jonathan Briley, a 43 year old employee
of the Windows on the World restaurant, was identified by chef Michael
Lomonaco as the falling man. Briley was a sound engineer who lived in Mount
Vernon, New York and worked in the North Tower restaurant. According to the
film, the victim was initially identified by his brother in the morgue by the victim’s
hands and shoes. Lomonaco claims that he was able to identify Briley by his
clothes and body-type.In one of the picture, The Falling Man’s clothes were blown
away, revealing an orange undershirt similar to the shirt that Briley wore to work
almost every day. His older sister,Gwendolyn, asserted he was wearing that shirt
on the day of the attack. However, the identity of The falling Man has never been
officially confirmed.
Answer the following questions:
1. What does ‘The Falling Man’ refer to?
a. the fall of the Early Man
b. a popular poem
c. a film depicting a man’s fall on Sep-11
d. the fall of a person from his powerful position.
2. Why weren’t the deaths of the hijackers considered homicides?
3. Was the man jumping headlong or falling from the Tower? Give reasons for your
answer.
4. people who fell to their deaths on September 11 are not ‘jumpers’. Why?
5. How is the victim’s identity revealed in the film?
6. What clothing would Briley usually wear to work?
7. Whose is the Falling Man, according to official sources?
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Answers
1. c .a film depicting a man’s fall on Sep-11
2. Homicide means the crime of killing somebody deliberately. But the hijackers
were prepared to kill themselves. So it is not called a homicide.
3. The man was falling from the Tower. The other photos confirm this.
4. A jumper goes to the office prepared to commit suicide. But the people who fell
to their deaths on September 11 did so in a hurry to get away from the fire.
5. The victim’s orange undershirt is revealed in the film. It shows the victim’s identity.
6. Briley would usually wear an orange undershirt to work.
7. Official sources have not confirmed the identity of the falling man.
3. Write a paragraph on the world’s most famous historic tomb.

A Masterpiece
of the Egyptians

Visited
By thousands of

Place Egypt
4500 years

Built for the
Pharaoh Khufu

Walls of stone

Interesting features:






A tomb for a Pharaoh
Big stone blocks of many tons
Time duration – 40 years
Number of workers – about 1,00,000
Was finished about 2465 BC
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You could start your paragraph like this:
Answer:
One of the most interesting historic structures in the world

The world’s most famous historic tomb is the tomb built for Pharaoh Khufu in
Egypt 4500 years ago. It has the shape of a pyramid. Its stone walls were built with
big stone blocks of many tons. It took forty years to complete the construction. Nearly
1 lakh workers were involved in it. The construction was finished about 2465 BC.
The tomb is visited by thousands of tourists every year. This is considered a masterpiece of the Egyptians.
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10. Given below are some answers. But the questions are missing. Frame
suitable questions using one of the following for each question ‘what,
where, who when, why’
Question
:
Where is Tamil Nadu located?
Answer
:
Tamil Nadu is located on the eastern coast of South India
Question
:
What are the people of Tamil Nadu known as?
Answer
:
The people of Tamil Nadu are known as Tamilians.
Question
:
What is the capital of Tamil Nadu?
Answer
:
Chennai is the capital of Tamil Nadu
Question
:
What was it earlier called?
Answer
:
It was earlier called Madras Presidence.
Question
:
Who are the freedom fighters from Tamil Nadu?
Answer
:
Tiruppur Kumaran, V.O.Chidambaram, Bharathiyar
Question
:
When did Tamil Nadu become a state?
Answer
:
Tamil Nadu became a state in the year 1950
Question
:
Why is Tanjore called the granary of Tamil Nadu?
Answer
:
Tanjore is rich in rice crop. Hence it is called the granary
of Tamil Nadu.
11. Read the table carefully and answer the questions given below:
Hotel

Hotal Tamil Nadu
Hotel Cheran
Hotel Pothigai
The Kaveri Park

Type of the room

Single, non A/c
Single, A/c
Double, non A/c
Double deluxe, A/c

Rent (per day) in Rs.
370.00
560.00
450.00
780.00

Distance from the
Central Bus stand (in
Kms)
3
2
1
4
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Questions:
1. Which hotel is the nearest to the Central bus stand?
2. What is the rent of the A/c room at Hotel Cheran?
3. Why is the Kaveri Park Hotel so expensive?
4. What is the distance between the bus stand and Hotel Pothigai?
5. Which is the hotel that can cater to all the requirements of a thrifty tourist?
Answers:
1. Hotel Pothigai is the nearest of the Central Bus stand.
2. The rent of an A/c room in Hotel Cheran is 560/- per day.
3. The room in The Kaveri Park is Double deluxe A/c, so it is very expensive.
4. The distance between the bus stand and Hotel Pothigai is just km.
5. Hotel Tamilnadu is the hotel that can cater to all the requirements of an
economical tourists.

12. you have just returned from a five-day tour to a place in India, visiting
the historical monuments in the area. Prepare an account day-wise,
describing your trip. Write down the details in the format given below:Answer:
Day1
:
we visited the famous Taj Mahal in Agra and were exited.
Day2
:
We visited the Red Fort and enjoyed it’s beauty.
Day3
:
We visited the Qutub Minar and were fascinated.
Day4
:
We visited the Lotus temple at Delhi.
Day5
:
We visited the India Gate and paid our homage to the beloved
soldiers who dies as martyrs for our country.
13. Think of this situation and write a paragraph on it.
a. Has the area you live in ever been flooded due to heavy rains?
Ours is a low-lying area. It is full of pits and ditches. Naturally the entire
place is filled with water after a downpour. Even little showers cause stagnant
water all along the road. There is no proper drainage system. So the entire Place
becomes flooded with water within minutes. This makes the streets impassable.
Women and old people trip over things and hurt themselves. The stagnant water
causes inconvenience to everyone in our street.
b.if your are gets flooded how would you make your way to school?
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Our area gets flooded after a downpour. Owing to the stagnation of
water our streets become impassable. The manholes under the water are a
serious threat to the passerby. Very often people stumble into them and hurt
themselves. We students find it difficult to go to school. Walking, cycling and
riding a two wheeler become a risky adventure. The parents dislike their children,
especially girls, going to school during this time. The only way to go to school is
by city bus. It is bus and go to school.
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c. Describe the havoc caused by floods.
Answer:
Floods cause great havoc. Trees and branches fall on electric lines
and cut off power supply. Land slides and collapse of the bridges disrupt traffic.
The engines of vehicles stall midway. A large number of vehicles thus stopping
on the road block the traffic. There is heavy traffic jam in cities. Traffic is totally
cut off on roads which are damaged by the floods. Floods wash away huts. They
render people homeless. Loss of property and death become the outcome of
floods. We are put to unexpected hardships and sufferings.
SECTION -E
Quote from memory the following poems ( 2x5=10)
1. GOING FOR WATER
- Third , fourth and fifth stanzas
2. THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN
- First nine lines of the poem
3. MIGRANT BIRD
- Full poem
4. MANLENESS
- Full poem

Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer questions given below
each set
(2x5=10)
1. TO A MILLIONAIRE – Archibald Lampman
1. Find out a contract in the first line of the poem.
‘gloom and splendor’ is the contrast.
2. who does the word ‘creature’ refer to?
‘Creature’ refers to the millionaire.
3. when will a millionaire’s wealth be considered a ‘misgotten pile’?
When a millionaire earns wealth through evil ways, his wealth is considered
misgotten pile.
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4. pick out the words in the poem that show the poet’s negative opinion about the
millionaire.
‘a creature’, ‘an evil cry’ , grim misgotten pile’ are show the poet’s negative opinion
about the millionaire.
5. list out the words that rhyme in lines 5 to 8
Die-I, give – live are the rhyming words.
6. find out the rhyming words in lines 9 – 14
Hearts – parts, bread – misfed, vile – pile.
7. The words ‘distorted and dream are in alliteration. Give one more instance of
alliteration from the poem.
The words mistaught and misfed are in alliteration.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

2. PIANO – D.H. Lawrence
Pick out two onomatoepic words from the poem.
Tinkling, tingling.
pick out a line which contains an alliteration.
Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me.
Identify the rhyme scheme of the poem.
The rhyme scheme of the poem is : aa, bb, cc, dd, ff, gg.
Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me
Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see
a. Whom does ‘I’ refer to here? Ans: ‘I’ refer to the poet.
b. Who is the woman? Ans: The woman is the poet’s mother.
c. What is the figure of speech here? Ans: it is an alliteration.
d. Mention the words in alliteration? Ans: Softly and singing are in alliteration?.
Give the meaning of; dusk and poised feet. ‘dusk refers to twilight.
a. ‘Poised feet’ mean balanced feet.
b. ‘dusk’ refers to twilight.
A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling strings
And pressing the feet of the small, poised feet of a mother who smiles as she sings.
a. Which are the words in alliteration?
Ans: sitting, strings, small, smiles and sings .
b. How are the mother’s feet?
Ans: the mother’s feet are small and poised.
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3. MANLINESS – Rudyard Kipling.
How can dreams become masters?
Dreams can become masters by controlling us.
What keeps one going on, in spite of being repeatedly confronted will failures?
I felt disappointed when my expectation hadn’t materialized.
Which quality is most essential for man to face the challenges of life?
Manliness is essential for man to face the challenges of life
Which word is repeated in the poem? How is it significant?
‘If is repeated in the poem. It shows the importance of manliness.
Which words are in alliteration in the lines 2-4?
(i) think, thought and those are in alliteration.
(ii) make and meet are in alliteration.
What is the meaning of sinew, will and hold on?
(i) sinew means muscle (ii) will means willpower (iii) hold on refers to stand firm.
Whom does ‘you’ refers to? Ans: ‘you’ refers to the listeners.
Explain ‘unforgiving minute’. Ans: It is a minute in which we can’t forgive a criminal.
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6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
a.
b.

4. GOING FOR WATER – Robert Frost
Why had the speakers to go to the brook?
The well near their houses was dry. So, the speakers had to go to the brook to get water.
When did the speakers visit the woods – during the day or the night?
The speakers visited the woods at night.
Pick out the words that describe the flow of the brook.
The words – note and tinkling describe the flow of the brook.
pick out the words in alliteration in stanza three.
The barren boughs without the leaves
Without the birds, without the breeze
The well was dry beside the door, And so we went with pail and can
Across the fields, behind the house To seek the brook if still it ran;
Which are the rhyming words?
Can and ran are rhyming words.
Write down the words in alliteration.
(i) Well, was, we and went are in alliteration
(ii) Dry and door are in alliteration
(iii) Beside, behind and brook are in alliteration.
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6. We ran as if to meet the moon
That slowly dawned behind the trees,
a. How did they run?
Ans: They ran as if to meet the moon.
b. What did the moon do?
Ans: The moon slowly appeared behind the trees.

7. Each laid on other a staying hand To listen ere we dared to look,
And in the hush we joined to make We heard, we knew we heard the brook.
a. what did each do?
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Ans: Each laid a hand on other.
b. What is the rhyme scheme?

Ans: a b c b is the rhyming words.
c. Mention the words alliteration.
i)
ii)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Laid, look and listen are alliteration
Hand, hush and heard are alliteration.

5.THE CRY OF THE CHILDREN – Elizabeth Barrett Browning
What does the poet want the children to do?
The poet wants the children to play
what do the children do all day?
The children carry loads of coal in mines and work in factories.
why do they have drooping eye-lids?
They are tired of heavy work and are sleepless. So they have drooping eye-lids.
why does the poet reject the purchase of the doormat?
The poet rejects the purchase of the doormat because it was woven by children.
If we cared for any meadows, it were merely To drop down in them and sleep.
a. What will you do if you see meadows?
Ans:I will run, leap and play in the meadows
b. what do the speaker want to do in the meadows?
Ans: The speakers want to fall down and sleep.
All are turning all the day and we with all And, all day, the iron wheels are droning
And sometimes we could pray
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‘O ye wheels’ (breaking out in a mad meaning)
a. Why are all turning?
Ans: As the children are watching turning wheels all day.
b. Where are the children working? Ans: They are working in factories.
c. What do they pray to?
Ans: They pray to the wheels.

1.
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2.

6. MIGRANT BIRD - Famida Y. Basheer.
Who is the speaker in this poem?
Ans: A migrant bird is the speaker.
What kind of world is described in the poem?
Mankind is divided by boundary lines and walls.These are guarded by gun carrying
soldiers a top watch towers. Innocent people of border states are killed.
Bring out the meaning of the phrases:
a. ‘breed my brood’
–
The hatching of the bird.
b. Citizens of those border states. –
Brother of her brother’s sons.
Give some examples of alliteration from the poem.
fear and fright I fly my flight walls, vigil
no boundaries to block
I spawn and splash in distant spills breed my broad.
I breed my broad where n’t I will
I won’t look down, No I will not
With speed of wings I hasten past
And close my eyes against the sun
a. What is the meaning of the first line?
Ans: The bird raises its family wherever it wishes.
b. Why will the bird not look down?
Ans: the earth is divided into countries and people kill other people to guard
the border lines. So it will not look down.
c. Why does it close its eyes?
Ans: It closes it eyes to guard against the sun rays and to dream.

3.

4.

5.

ERROR SPOTTING AND CORRECT THEM

5X1=5
Some common errors are given below in the sentences that follows :
1. He is university professor.
Rule :
The error, here is an. a should be used before university, universal,
useful, unique, European, one.
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2. He is a M.A
Here an should be used.
Ans : He is an M.A
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Ans : He is a university professor

3. Ramesh is inferior than Radhu
Here than is the error. The words inferior, superior, junior, senior, prefer, prior,
elder are followed by ‘to’ not ‘than’
Ans : Ramesh is inferior to Radhu
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4. He is one of the tallest boy in the class
Here ‘boy’ is wrong. Boys should be used ‘one of the; is followed by a plural noun.
Ans : He is one of the tallest boys in the class.
5.
Physics are a good subject
Here ‘are’ is an error. Physics is singular. Hence ‘is’ should be used.
Mathematics, Physics, billiards etc are followed by singular verb.
Ans : Physics is good subject
6.

The price of vegetables are high
Here the actual subject is the price but not vegetable.
So the verb should be ‘is’
Ans : The price of vegetables is high

7.

The minister with his secretaries have come.
Here the minister is the actual subject. Any singular subject joined to a plural
word by ‘with’ will take a singular verb. Here ‘has’ should be used as the subject
is III person singular.
Ans : The Minister with his secretaries has come.

8.

Each one of the girls are responsible
Each, every, either, neither should be followed by a singular verb
Ans : Each one of the girls is responsible.

9.

Many a boys have done so.
‘Many a’ should be followed by singular noun and singular verb.
Ans : Many a boy has done so.

10.

He gave me a ten rupees note
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Five hundred rupees are a big sum.
The amount is always singular
Ans : Five hundred rupee is a big sum.

12.

Cauvery is a holy river.
Name of famous places such as rivers, mountains and buildings are
preceded by ‘The’
Ans : The Cauvery is a holy river.
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11.

13.

Though he came late but he was allowed.
In complex sentences the co-ordinating conjunction cannot be used.
Ans : Though he came late he was allowed.

14. If you had come to me, I would help you.
The If clause has the past perfect tense. So the main clause should
have would have opp.
Ans : If you had come to me, I would have helped you.
15.He, I and you are going to the market.
The order of pronouns is wrong. At first second (you) should come,
then third person (He, She, It) should come and finally first person
(I, we) should come.
Ans : You, he and I are going to the market.
16.He bought some stationeries
Some words are collective noun and there are no plural for them.
Ex. Cattle, furniture, stationery, information, sheep, aircraft.
Ans : He bought some stationery.
17.I want to know why did you come late.
The sentence is assertive. So it should be,
Ans : I want to know why you came late.

18.He asked me that when I returned home.
It is the interrogative form of indirect speech ‘that’ should be removed
Ans : He asked me when I returned home.
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19.He asked me why I am crying.
Tense form should be the same.
Ans : He asked me why I was crying.

20.I have met him yesterday.
‘Yesterday’ denotes past tense. Present Perfect Tense should not be used
Ans : I met him yesterday.
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21.Ram is taller than many other boy in the class.
‘Many other’ should be followed by plural.
Ans : Ram is taller than many other boys in the class.

22.Ramu and somu fought among themselves
When two nouns are given the preposition between should be used.
Among is used for more than two
Ans : Ramu and somu fought between themselves.
23.She is taller than any other girls in the class.
In the comparative degree any other should be followed by singular
Ans : She is taller than any other girl in the class.
24.That man is sleeping below the tree
The preposition ‘under’ must be used not below.
Ans : That man is sleeping under the tree.
25.I want your advise
Advise is a verb. The noun form is advice
Ans : I want your advice

26.If you run fast, you would catch the bus
According to probable condition. If clause must have present, simple
and main clause must have simple future tense.
Ans : If you run fast, you will catch the bus.
27.He referred the dictionary
The word ‘refer’ should be followed by ‘to’
Ans : He referred to the dictionary.
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B) Spot the errors in the following sentences. Then write the sentences
correctly after rectifying the errors.
(i) Concord
1. Physics / Maths / Civics / politics are my favourite subject.
Physics / Maths / Civics / politics is my favourite subject.
2. Two and two make four
Two and two makes four
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3. Either I or she love pet animals
Either I or she loves pet animals

4. Neither I nor she write the test
Neither I nor she writes the test
5. What are the latest news?
What is the latest news?
(ii) Prepositions
1. Babu lives at a village
Babu lives in a village
2. Rama killed the tiger by a gun
Rama killed the tiger with a gun
3. We must reply for this letter
We must reply to this letter

4. He worked since sunrise to sunset
He worked from sunrise to sunset

5. He stood among Ravi and Mohan
He stood between Ravi and Mohan

(III) ARTICLES

1. The cow is an useful animals
The cow is a useful animals
2. Babu is a honest boy
Babu is an honest boy
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4. I met an European in my school
I met a European in my school
5. What kind of bird is that
What kind of a bird is that
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3. Earth revolves round the sun
The earth revolves round the sun

(IV) TENSE FORMS
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1. Every day she went to temple
Every day she goes to temple
2. Yesterday he goes to salem
Yesterday he went to salem
3. He played now
He is playing now

4. Tomorrow he bought a PC
Tomorrow he will buy a PC

5. I lives in the village since 2005
I have been living in the village since 2005

(V) SENTENCE STRUCTURE
1. No sooner he saw the police than he ran away
No sooner did he see the police than he ran away
2. On saw the mother the child smiled
On seeing the mother the child smiled

3. Though he was weak but he went to school
Though he was weak he went to school

4. When I entered the house and he felt very happy
When I entered the house he felt very happy
5. If you work hard, you would have passed.
If you work hard you will pass
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Book task Page – 171
1. Do you know which is world’s tallest building?
Do you know which is the world’s tallest building?

2. We did not reject the proposal’ nor we accepted
We neither rejected the proposal’ nor we accepted
3. I place great confidence on you
I place great confidence in you
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4. One of these Cycle is defective
One of these Cycles is defective
5. He is good athlete. He performs well.
He is a good athlete. He performs well.
6. Have anyone seen my purse?
Has anyone seen my purse?

7. Neither the secretary nor the manager were available
Neither the secretary nor the manager was available
8. The furniture were displayed at the show room
The furniture was displayed at the show room
9. My mother made the servant to do the work
My mother made the servant do the work
10. This is a hardly nut to crack
This is a hard nut to crack
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ENGLISH PAPER –II
SECTION – A

I (a) Rea rrange the jumbled sentences in the correct order :

1. The thieves hid in a cupboard
2. Hubert was attacked by the thieves
3. The family was unaware of the presence of the thieves.
4. The Thieves reached the same house
5. He reached a house that seemed deserted
ANSWER : 2 ,5 ,4 ,1 ,3.

(ii)

1. The face of the Child Jesus was finished.
2. It was a twelve year old boy.
3. But the painting remained unfinished.
4. The boy had the face of an angel
5. The artist brought the boy home to pose as Child Jesus.
ANSWER : 2 , 4 , 5 , 1, 3.
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(I )

5x 1=5

(III) 1. His brother skillfully blue printed ideas.
2. He was a tinkerer.
3. This time his invention was on his bike.
4. He had too much time on his hands.
5. He made invention not to over exert himself.
ANSWER: 2, 5 , 4 , 1 , 3.

(IV) 1. With the help of the servants they opened the cupboard.
2. Hubert got back his horse from the thieves.
3. He sprayed snuff from more boxes into the small opening of the
cupboard.
4. He emptied the snuff box of the old man into the cupboard through a
small opening.
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5. The thieves had almost fainted due to continuous sneezing and lack of air
and ventilation.
ANSWER : 4 , 3, 1 , 5 , 2

(II ) b. Choose the correct answer :
1.
2.

The boy found the ____________ with a hurt paw.
a) Labrador b) Doberman
c) Pomeranian
A______________ is not a pet animal
a)
Dog
b) Cat
c) Tiger
My father was a _________ during world war –II
a)
Captain
b) Flying officer
c) Soldier
The artist was painting _____________
a)The life of Judas Iscariot b) The life of Christ c) The life of an aged man.
Kumar.s Utopia was _______________
a) Japan
b) The states
c) India
ANSWERS : 1) a
2) c
3) b
4) b
5) b
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3.
4.
5.

5x1=5

(ii) ) b. Choose the correct answer :
5x1=5
1.
Hubert was a little boy of
a)
12
b)
13
c)
14
2.
Hubert retrived his
a) Donkey b) Cat
c) Horse
3.
Who were reunited?
a) Shelly and sam b) Sam and Goldy
c) Diane and Sam
4.
This time he brought the piano by paying
a) Cash
b) Rent
c) Cheque
5.
The model of Christ child was
a) Six years old
b) Twelve years old c) Fourteen years old
ANSWERS: 1) c 2) c
3) c
4) a
5) b
(iii) ) b. Choose the correct answer :
1. “Oh, Ma! How I ______________ you thought kumar
a)
Hate b) Miss
c) Kill
2. There ‘s no place like ___________

5x1=5
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a)
School
b) Home
c) Temple
3. The family realised the presence of ______________ in their house.
a)Teachers b)Doctors
c) Strangers
4. The Blind lady’s name was _______________
a) Diane
b) Goldy
c) Sam
5. Finally Dad got a Job in ________________
a) an Accounting firm
b) a School c) a mill
ANSWERS:
1)b
2)b 3) b 4)a
5)a
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C. Read the following passage and answer their question given below it.5x1=5

The Auto biography of a Euro
It took three long years for my coming into existence , after the idea of
a new currency was conceived. I was first conceived and named on 1st Jan ,1999,
When eleven European countries decided to have a new money form i.e., Euro.
My value was determined as per the conversion rate fixed by these countries in
terms of their own currencies. On 1st January 2002. I was circulated as currency
notes when twelve countries adopted me as their currency. Some countries
opposed the idea of using me and initially refused to accepted me as valid
currency. My brother Dollar ,who is in America, my brother Lira residing in Italy
and my sister Sterling were quite jealous of me but soon they accepted my
existence and started respecting me. I now enjoy a place of pride among all the
currencies in the world and almost everyone accepts me freely.

QUESTIONS :
1.
When did Euro come into worldwide acceptance?
2.
Euro was accepted without opposition – Is this Statement true or false?
3.
Bring out the sibling rivalry in the family of Euro.
4.
What is the present status of Euro?
5.
To which continent does this currency belong? Find out the names of at
least three countries that use the Euro.
ANSWERS :
1.First, twelve countries adopted the Euro 1st Jan 2002, now it is come to be
accepted worldwide.
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2.Some countries opposed Euro and did not accept it. So this statement is
false.
3.Euro ‘s brother is the Dollar in USA another brother is lira, who is in Italy
and the sister Sterling in U.K is quite jealous of Euro.
4.Euro enjoys a place of pride now, among all the currencies of the world.
5.The Euro currency belongs to Europe continent. The Names of three
countries that use Euro are Germany, France and Belgium.

C. Read the following passage and answer ther question given below it.
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5x1=5

There was a lady with dark sunglasses talking to mom. A man was
with her. Goldy ran up to the blind lady. “ Sam!” the lady laughed and Goldy ran
into her arms. Goldy whined with love, licking all over the lady’s face. I looked at
mom. She didn’t have to tell me what was going on . Goldy wasn’t really Goldy.
He was Sam and he was her Sam. Her Guide Dog. My heart sank. They looked
so happy to be reunited. I started to cry too for I was going to lose my new best
friend.

QUESTIONS:
1.Who was the blind lady?
2.Why did Goldy run up to her?
3.What was the real name of Goldy?
4.Why were the lady and sam happy?
5. Why did the narrator cry?

ANSWERS:
1.The Blind lady was the real owner of the dog.
2.Goldy saw her after a long period . So ,it ran up to her.
3.Goldy’s real name was Sam.
4.The lady and sam were reunited. So, They were happy.
5.The narrator was going to lose Goldy, his best friend. So , he cried .
D) In the mind map given below complete the details that are
missing.
( 5)
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An artist was asked to paint life of christ

Shelly brought it
home

The boy loved it.
The Dog too Loved
Shelly

Suddenly a lady
approched Shelly's
Mom asking for the
dog
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The Dog's real name
was not known

Shelly's Mom put a
notice in the paper to
trace the owner

The dog had to go back as his rightful
owner had come.

D) In the mind map given below complete the details that are missing (5)

E) Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions :
5x1=5
1. Narration of the Story “Sam”
2. The way the Author’s mother overcame her disappointment.
3. Bring out the element of irony in the story . “The face of Judas Iscariot”
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4. How did the close encounter result in bringing the brothers closer to each
other?
5. Imagine you were in Huber’s place. how would you have behaved in the
situation?
( Begin your answer thus : I quickly looked around ……………. )
SECTION – B
(LANGUAGE FUNCTION)

MAKING NOTES AND SUMMARY WRITING
FOR NOTE – MAKING
Read the passage carefully
Underline the key points.
Organise them under subtitles.
Give the points in the form of hints.
Omit examples ad use abbreviations

TIPS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FOR SUMMARIZING
Read the passage carefully
Indentify the key sentences and key words.
Omit examples, analogies and illustrations
Write only main points in the rough draft
Write the fair copy and give a title.
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TIPS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

Marks: 5+5=10

MAKE NOTE AND SUMMARISE THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE
Oils are of three main kinds. Vegetable, animal and mineral oil,
Vegetables oil is obtained from squeezing oil seeds. Mineral oil is pumped out
from deep under the earth. Animal oil is got from the fat of animals. To extract
vegetable oil, the dried oil seeds are put in the crushing machine and oil is
squeezed out and collected, we get oil cake as residue. The oil cake is used as
animal fed.
Mineral oil is pumped out be digging oil wells. These are found deep
below the ground Holes are drilled and oil is pumped out or forced out.The crude
oil is source of many useful things.We get kerosene, Petrol and diesel out of
crude oil.We also get oil from fishes like the whale shark.When we cut out their
blubber and melt it, we get these oils.
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We use most of the vegetable oils for cooking. Mineral oils are mainly
used as fuel. Animal oils are used as medicine. We give shark liver oil to weak
children. Neem oil, lime oil and sandalwood oil also have medicinal value. They
keep our skin healthy. We make soaps out of these oils.
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NOTES : OILS AND THEIR USES
Obtain vegetable oil – from oil seeds – get animal oil – from animal fats – Pump
out mineral oil – from oil wells – mineral oil – found below the ground – Crude oil –
get kerosene, petrol, diesel from crude oil – Shark liver oil – from shark whale – use
of the vegetable for cooking – use of mineral oil for fuel – use of animal oil as
medicines.
SUMM ARY
ROUGH DRAFT
OILS AND THEIR USES
Vegetable oil, mineral oil and animal are the three kinds of oil. Vegetable oil is
obtained from oil seeds. Animal oil is got from animal fats. Mineral oil is pumped
out from oil wells. Mineral oil is found below the ground. We got crude oil from
earth. We obtain kerosene, Petrol and diesel from crude oil. We get shark liver oil
from the shark whale. The vegetable oil is used for cooking mineral oil for fuel and
animal oil is used as medicine.
FAIR DRAFT

OILS AND THEIR USES
Oils are three kinds, vegetable oils are obtained from oil seeds and the
oil is used for cooking animal oil is from animal fat and it is used as medicine.
Mineral oil is from oil wells and it is used as fuel.

2. MAKE NOTE AND SUMMARISE THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE
To have a second language at your disposal, even if you only know it enough
to read it with pleasure, is a sensible advantage. Our educationists are too often
anxious to teach children so many different languages that they never get far enough
in any one to derive any use or enjoyment from their study.
The boy learns enough Latin to detest it, enough Greek to pass an
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examination, enough French to get from Calasis to Paris, enough German to exhibit
a diploma, enough Spanish or Italian to tell which is which, but not enough of any to
secure the enormous boon of access to a second literature.
Choose well, Choose wisely and choose one, concentrate upon that one.
Don’t be content until you find yourself reading in it with real enjoyment. The process
of reading for pleasure in another language rests the mental muscles; it enlivens the
mind by a different sequence and emphasis of ideas. The more form of speech
excites the activity of separate brain cells, relieving in the most effective manner the
fatigue of those in hackneyed use. One may imagine that a man who blew the trumpet
for his living would be glad to play the violin for his amusement. So it is with reading in
another language than your own that you get amusement (203)

NOTES :

IMPORTANCE OF A SECOND LANGUAGE

Importance of knowing another language – to be used for studying for pleasure
– no use otherwise – one should choose a language other than one’s own –
concentrate – should learn to read and understand well – reading for pleasure relaxes
the brain – freshens up the mind – removes fatigue – reading in another language
gives good amusement.

SUMMARY

ROUGH DRAFT

IMPORTANCE OF A SECOND LANGUAGE

To have a second language at your disposal, even if you only know it enough to read
it with pleasure, is a sensible advantage. The boy learns enough Latin to detest it,
enough Greek to pass an examination, enough French to get from Calasis to Paris,
enough German to exhibit a diploma, enough Spanish or Italian to tell which is which,
but not enough of any to secure the enormous boon of access to a second literature.
The process of reading for pleasure in another language rests the mental muscles;
it enlivens the mind by a different sequence and emphasis of ideas. The more form
of speech excites the activity of separate brain cells, relieving in the most effective
manner the fatigue of those in hackneyed use
FAIR DRAFT

IMPORTANCE OF A SECOND LANGUAGE
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One should learn a language, other than one’s own unless we learn to read
in that choose and learn one language well. We should learn to read in that language.
Reading for pleasure relieves the brain. It freshens up the mind. It removes
fatigue. Especially reading in another language provides good amusement.

MAKE NOTE AND SUMMARISE THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE
A student who has many qualities of head and heart, can truly be called an
ideal Student. He must be man of principals. His conduct and character should
be exemplary. He should follow regular habits. He is always neat and tidy, wears
clean clothes and adheres to the rules of keeping himself healthy. He is always
punctual in attending school or college. He never misses his class and works
hard at his studies. In examinations, he tries his best to top the list of successful
candidates. He divides his time in an appropriate manner. He devotes a fixed
period of time for games and studies. He keeps god, friendly relations with other
students. He gives due respect to all the teachers and elders and gives the credit
of his success to his teachers. At home be loves and respects his parents, his
brothers and sisters as well. He always tries to help his parents. Even his relations
with his neighbours are also very sweet and good.
NOTES :
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3.

AN IDEAL STUDENT

Quality of Head – Exemplary conduct and character – regular habits – quality of heart
– respect for elders – humble, helpful and kind – relations with his neighbors – very
sweet and good – keeps good fr iendly relations with other students.

SUMMARY

ROUGH DRAFT

AN IDEAL STUDENT

An ideal student has many qualities of head and heart. He has good conduct,
exemplary character and regular and punctual in attending school. He studies hard
and is always ranked first in the exam. He has time for
FAIR DRAFT

AN IDEAL STUDENT

An ideal student has many qualities of head and heart. He has good conduct,
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exemplary character and healthy habits. He is regular and punctual in attending
school. He is always ranked first in the exam. He gives due respect to parents,
teachers and elders. He is a humble student, helpful son, loving brother, and a king
friend.
4.

MAKE NOTE AND SUMMARISE THE FOLLOWING PASSAGE

Some think that education should aim at giving knowledge. They want the students
to study books to add on to their knowledge. To others earning a living is the aim of

education. They think that bread winning is more important than knowledge. Still others
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think that education should make people patriots and good citizens. These three people
see the different aspects of education. In fact a good education aspect of education should

aim at these three things together. It should given them knowledge and vision besides
making them self reliant and serviceable to others. Education should make one a patriot
but not an aggressor on the other land.
NO TE S

AIM OF EDUCATION

Education to aim at knowledge - students to increase their knowledge to earn a living –
Education to give knowledge, livelihood and patriotism – to be self – reliant, tolerant and
patriotic citizens.

SUMMARY

ROUGH DRAFT

AIM OF EDUCATION

Some think that education should aim at giving knowledge. They want the students

to study books to add on to their knowledge. Education has many purposes. It has togive
one knowledge and the capacity to earn a living. These three people see the different
aspects of education. In fact a good education aspect of education should aim at these
three things together. Besides it should make a patriot and a self reliant, serviceable,
tolerant good citizen not having other lands and people.
FAIR DRAFT

AIM OF EDUCATION
Education has many purposes. It has to give one knowledge and the capacity to

earn a living. Besides it should make a patriot and a self reliant, serviceable, tolerant good
citizen not having other lands and people.
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MODAL VERBS

Marks : 6X½=3

Will, would, shall, should, can, could, may, must might.
Ought to, used to, need, dare

Or Quasi modals

LET US STUDY THE USAGE OF MODAL VERBS
S.
No

MODAL

MEANINGS/
FUNCTIONS
Ability
Permission
Request
Possibility
Ability that
existed in the past
formal request
possibility
Futurity
suggestion
determination

Can

2.

Could

3.

Shall

4.

Should

Duty or obligation
possibility

5.

Will

To express the
simple future time
with the second
and third person
determination
invitation promise
request

6.

Would

Willingness, potite
request

7.

May

Permission
possibility

8.

Might

Possibility
Probability

Must

Obligation or duty
probability
necessity, strong
determination

1. I can drive a car
2. You can go now
3. Can you get me some water to drink?
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1.

EXAMPLES

9.

1. Could you switch on the fan, please?
2. We could catch the train if we hurried

1. I shall go to Madras tomorrow
2. Shall we go to a movie?

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.

We should obey our superiors
You should not waste your times
We should go to school regularly
He will goto Chennai tomorrow
Will you give me your pen
Will you come to my house tomorrow?
I will do anything for you
Will you close the window?
You will attend a special class tomorrow
She will have reached her house by now
Would you please lend me your camera
If I were a bird I would fly
If he had walked fast he would not have
missed the train
May I come in sir?
It may rain today
May God bless you
She might come tomorrow
It might rain tonight
Might I use you Pen
We must obey the elders
I must have my own way in the matter
He must exercise everyday
You must improve your hand writing
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QUASI OR SEMI MODALS
S.
No

1.

Ought to

Used to

MEANINGS/
FUNCTIONS
Duty or moral
obligation
necessity

(discontinued)
habit

EXAMPLES

1.
2.
3.
4.

We ought to help the poor
You ought to respect elders
I ought to buy some vegetable
You ought to go to Merina beach
before leaving Chenni.

1. He used to go for a walk when he
was young
2. She used to visit her uncle’s house
3. When she stayed at the hostel
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2.

MODAL

3.

4.

need

Dare

Necessity
Obligation
(used in
negatives and
questions)
Boldness;
challenge (used
in negatives and
interrogative)

1.
2.
3.
4.

I need your help
He need not run so fast
Need I come again?
No, you need not

1.
2.
3.
4.

He does not dare to oppose his boss
How dare you open my box?
How dare you oppose me?
He dared not talk to you

COMPLETE THE DIALOGUE GIVEN BELOW USING MODALS
1. (The dialogue is between the teacher and Sara)
Sara
: Excuse me madam ________ you
Repeat the explanation again, please?
Teacher
: Why do you want me to repeat it? You _____ be very attentive
when I am teaching .
Sara
: Sorry madam. I _____ hear you properly.
Teacher
: You _____ have a hearing problem sara, check your ears.
You _____ sit in the front row from tomorrow. I _______ now
Explain it again. Pay attention
Sara
: Thank you Madam.
(Ans : 1. Would/Could. 2. Should / must, 3. Could not,
4. May, 5. Can 6. Shall)
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2. (A Customer and a Shop – Keeper)
Customer
: ————— you give me change for a hundred rupee note?
Shopkeeper : Yes Sir, I _______ give you. But you ________ to buy
some-thing in my shop.
Customer
: I ______ like to have a few oranges.
Shopkeeper : We don’t sell fruits here.
Customer
: ________ I have a kilo of sugar?
Shopkeeper : Yes, _______ I pack it up?
Customer
: Yes, Please.
(Ans : 1. Can / could / will/would 2. / will/shall 3. Should
/ Need
4. Would
5. Can / could
6.Can /
could)
3. (The dialogue is between a Doctor and a Nurse)
Nurse
: ______ you please grant me leave for a week from next
Wednesday?
Doctor
: No, I _____ not. You _____ assist me in the operations
scheduled for next Wednesday and Thursday.
Nurse
: Yes, Sir. But I ________ visit my bed – ridden aunt.
When ______ you grant me leave then?
Doctor
: You _______ avail leave from next Friday
(Ans : 1. Will / Would 2. Will 3. Should 4. Must 5. Will

6. Can)

4. (The dialogue is between a Salesman and a housewife)
Salesman

:

Good morning, Madam _______ I help you?

Housewife

:

I am looking for a good mixie.

Salesman

:

_______ you like to see the ‘Princess’?

Housewife

:

_______ you tell me what the price is?

Salesman

:

Just Rs. 2,000.

Housewife

:

_______ I pay it in installments?

Salesman

:

Sorry, you _______ pay cash in full.

Housewife

: I ________ buy it tomorrow
(Ans : 1. May 2. Would 3. Can 4. Can/shall 5. Must 6. Will/Shall)
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SECTION - C
Complete the following dialogue using appropriate Modal
verbs:( 5 )

(1)

Leela
Lakshmi
Leela
Lakshmi
Leela

: It _________ rain tomorrow
: If it rains heavily, we _________ have a holiday.
: Then I __________ go to my aunt’s house.
: I thought you _________ be at home.
: No, I _________ visit her because it is her birthday.
Answer : ( May, Will, Shall, Would, Shall )

(2)

Patient
Doctor

:
:

Patient
Doctor

:
:

Student
Teacher
Student
Teacher

:
:
:
:

PA
DA
SA

When _________ I go home ?
You ________ go home even now.
But you __________ have a Complete rest.
_________ I continue these pills ?
Definitely. You ____________ to take one pill every night
before going to bed.
Answer : ( Shall / can , may / can, Should, Shall, Must )

(3 )

Student :

:
:
:
:

___________ I come in Madam?
Yes, Why are you late ?
My bus broke down. So I _______ not come to school on time.
You __________ inform your class teacher. Otherwise,
She ______________ mark you absent.
With your permission, I _________ do so now Madam.
Answer: ( May, Could, Must, May, Will ) 

(4)

Priya
Ramya
Priya
Ramya

__________ you play the veena?
I ___________ play the veena when I was ten.
I __________ like to practice the veena.
That’s good, You ___________ practice regularly.
You __________ be able to pick up quickly.
Answer : ( Can, Could , Would , Should, Will )

(5)

Customer
: _______ you give me change for a hundred rupee note?
Shopkeeper : Yes sir, I ____________ give you. But You ___________
Buy something in my shop.
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Customer
: I ____________ like to buy some oranges.
Shopkeeper : We don’t sell fruits in this shop.
Customer
: ___________ I have a kilo of Sugar?
Shopkeeper : Yes Sir, __________ I Pack it up ?
Answer : ( Could, Will, Must, Would, Can , Shall )
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SECTION – D
IV) A) Write the following letters ( Do not write your name or register number in the
letter Use XXX to denote your name . Use YYY city for your address. ):
1. To a friend consoling him/her who lost the athletic championship by just one
point.
2. To your uncle asking him to gift you a violin, since you are interested in joining
the
violin class.
3. To the principal of your school, requesting him/her to provide you with a bonafide
certificate, enabling him/her to join a computer course.
4. To the manager of Bank ,asking him/her information regarding the banks loan
facilities for further studies.
5. You are planning to celebrate a festival in your house.Write a letter to your
cousin asking her/him to come over with some things that you need for
arrangements.
6. To your brother who has just joined the hostel.
7. To the postmaster informing him of your change of address.
8. To a friend describing a particular bird that you saw.
9. To the Principal of a college inviting him as the chief Guest for the inauguration
of the English Literary Association in your school.
10. To the Collector of your district , expressing your wish to contribute some fund
you have collected , for the victims of a recent flood in your area.
11. To the manager of a factory asking permission to visit the factory.
12. To the commissioner about the insanitary conditions of your street.
13. To your uncle thanking him for a birthday gift.
14. To a book seller ordering some books.
15. To your friend inviting him to spend the summer holidays with you.
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DEVLOPING HINTS

Model Question : Write a paragraph in about
100 words , on any one of the following topics.
Read Through the hints
Understand the concept
Do not deviate from the topic
Write with coherence ( continuity)
End up with a suggestive view points.
Give a suitable title

PA
DA
SA

Tips: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

IV. B) write a paragraph in about 100 words:
1. Chennai – a concrete jungle – air – pollution – vehicles – a dirty city – ‘green
chennai’ boards – Coovum River –a vain cleaning - sewage – slums and
encroachments – need decent shelter – educate people – on cleanliness –
plant trees – use mass media.
TOWARDS A GREENER CHENNAI
Chennai is becoming a congested concrete jungle. Air-pollution is increasing
considerably in proportion to the concentration of industries and increase in the use
of petrol-powered vehicles. Unless steps are taken, Chennai will remain a dirty city.
The Marina Beach is dirtied by the people who visited it daily. Social activists put up
‘Green Chennai’ boards in various parts of the city. But the reality is shocking. The
Coovum River runs right through the city. Chennai inhabitants use it as an outlet for
their sewage. Many slums are mushrooming in many parts of Chennai.The Slum
Clearance Board is taking steps to provide decent shelter. The only way to keep
Chennai clean is to bring an awareness through education. People should keep
their surroundings clean and cooperate with the corporation authorities to maintain
cleanliness. Trees should be planned and nurtured. Mass media can be fully exploited
to instruct the public to maintain clean surroundings and lead a happy, healthy life. If
they adopt sound habits, Chennai will turn greener and healthier.
2. India- largest child force market- children exploited – into labour –no education
– sold as slaves- -started around mid 19th century – low village economy – scarcity of
food – soaring prices – work in modern industries – children, sincere – less pay – slowly
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inhumane work conditions – faces social, economical, political lapses – cannot be
eliminated by brutal laws – poverty to be eradicated – development of India, hampered
– illiterate children – government policies – in true spirit.
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CHILD LABOUR – A BANE
India is the largest child force market in the world. The problem of child labour
is a colossal problem. Children are being exploited and forced into labour without
education. Since a long time back, children were being sold and purchased as slaves
to the rich. Poor children were also employed as domestic hands. Around the mid
19th century, villagers faced scarcity of food and soaring price. This compelled them
to seek their livelihood in industrial centres in towns. Employers found children more
sincere in their work. faced scarcity of food and soaring price. This compelled them
to seek their livelihood in industrial centres in towns. Employers found children more
sincere in their work. They could also be bullied into harder work than the elders, with
a less pay. Hence the magnitude of child labour grew, especially in mines, factories
and plantations. Their conditions of work grew more inhumane. Laws on child labour
face social, economical and political lapses. The problem cannot be eliminated by a
brute enforcement of laws. If poverty is eradicated, the need for child labour will
diminish. This problem hampers the development of India with illiterate children.
Children grow up to work and not to be educated. Government policies should be
enforced in the true spirit with the co-operation of NGO’s/

3.
Failure – misery – often- not to lose heart – Robert Bruce, Mohammed of Ghazni
and Ghori failed many times -= ultimately – Alfred Nobel brother – dynamite explosion
accident – safe dynamite invented – money – will, determination, effort – endurance –
success – perseverance pays- failure and success imposters – Kipling’s advice – treat
both alike.
TRY TRY AGAIN YOU WILL SUCCEED
Many times we fail and feel miserable and disheartened. We should not lose
heart. We should try again and succeed like Robert Bruce, Mohammed of Ghazni
and Ghori. Scientists have failed many times and succeeded finally. Alfred Nobel
lost his laboratory and beloved brother in an explosion. Finally, he invented safe
dynamite and made much money. Strong will, determination to work, continuous
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effort, endurance and patience are sure to crown us with success and glory. So
perseverance is said to be the base of other virtues like hard work, endurance and
patience. Rudyard Kipling calls failures (disasters) an imposter. Let the imposter not
cheat us. Let us treat both of them alike.

PA
DA
SA

4.
Hard work – route to success – long years of hard work – thinkers, scientists
and artists – Lincoln, Lal Bahadur Shastri, Kamaraj, Justice Muthusamy Iyer – great
– hard work – Alfred Noble – hard labour – rich – lost brother in an exsperiment –
genius – one percent inspiration – Ninety nine percent perspiration.
NO PAIN NO GAIN
The only way to success is hard work. The progress of mankind in many
fields is the reward of long years of hard work by many thinkers, scientists and
artists. People like Abraham Lincoln, Lal Bahadur Shastri, Kamaraj, Justice
Muthusamy Iyer and Mathematician Ramanujam became great by hard work.
Years of hard labour made Alfred Noble great and rich. He lost brother in an
experiment. Genius has been explained as one percent inspiration and Ninety
nine percent perspiration of hard work.

SECTION- E

V.
1.
2.
3.

A.) Prepare a poster with a catchy slogan
1x5=5
Grand Look_ clothes shop_Aadi sale_20 % discount _ men/Ladies/Kids / apparels
Summer sale ___ Computers ___ With free gifts __ Value guarantee
Spoken English Course_to meet challenges of the present da_Limited seats
_ Fees concession.
4. Best furniture show room__ houses _ class rooms_ hotels _ Teak wood & Rose
wood_ modern_Comfort_ Discount Sale for bulk order
5. Sale of Home appliances _ Varieties_electrical and furniture_anuual Clearance
sale .
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ANSWERS :
1.

God makes , Apparel shapes

Unlimited variety
at unbelievable
Price
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Now Available
at 20%
discount on
all purchase

Ready mades for Men, Ladies and kids.

Make your choice , Girls and boys !

GRAND LOOK , TTK BUILDING, 216 TOWN HALL , SALEM

2.

UNBELIEVABLE OFFER

LOWPRICE & VALUE GUARANTEE

OWN A COMPUTER FOR JUST 22,000/-

Get a
Free
Pen drive

Free
Travel bag

113, Priya complex, Anna salai, Chennai-40
Working on Sundays also
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WANT TO SPEAK ENGLISH FLUENTLY
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R

O
T
H
US

Meet the challenges with a smile

FREE GRAMMAR BOOKS

12, 'B' BLOCK, ANNA NAGAR , CHENNAI - 40

4.

DESIGN YOUR PLACE ELEGANTLY
NEWLY DESIGNED FURNITURE

MODERN

COMFORT

BEST FURNITURE SHOW ROOM
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS
FREE HOME DELIEVERY

TEAK WOOD & ROSE WOOD FURNITURE
Orders under taken
162, APPU Towers, Main road, Salem
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5.

A GRAND SALE OF HOME APPLIANCES

ALL VARIETIES – that you need in your home.

Discount on Selected Materials

PA
DA
SA

50%

BRIGHT STORES , 23, COLLEGE ROAD, CHENNAI

(b) TRANSLATION :
(5)
1.A co- passenger on the bus you travel in has slipped and sprained his ankle. He
wishes to go to a hospital near by. someone gives him the instructions in tamil. As
he is new to Tamilnadu, he does not understand the language. Translate the
instructions into English to help him.

ngUªJ ÃW¤j¤âÈUªJ c¤jk® fhªâ rhiyÆš neuhf¢ bršyî«. Äf¥ bgÇa
jghš Ãiya« ty¥òw« cŸsJ.mj‰F vânu rhiyia fl¡fî«. ïªâa‹ t§»¡F¥
g¡f¤âš cŸs rªâš EiHaî«. ïlJ òw¤âš ïu©lhtJ f£ll« ky® kU¤jtkidahF«.
2. A few foreigners want to take a dip in the river. there was a board with these
words. kindly translate it for them.

Mg¤jhd gFâ RHšfŸ ïU¡»wJ. M‰W¡FŸ ïw§f nt©lh«.

3. A stranger asks you the way to Taj hotel , Translate the instructions into
English to help him.

ïªj rhiyÆš neuhf¢ bršyî«. ïl¥òw« Kjš tisÉš âU«gî«. fhkuhr®
nkšÃiy¥gŸËia¤ jh©o¢bršyî«. ty¥òw« âU«ã el¡fî«. mªj rhiyÆ‹ ïl¥òw«
nAh£lš jh{ ïU¥gij fhzyh«.
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4. A stranger is asking you the way to the Studio, Translate the instructions into
English to help him.

neuhf¢ bršyî«, ty¥òw« âU«gî«. nejhÍ rhiy tÊna bršyî«. jghš Ãiya«
m§F bj‹gL«. òif¥gl Ãiya« mj‰F vânu cŸsJ.
5. A stranger is asking you the way to the Indian Bank ATM , . someone gives him
the instructions in tamil. As he is new to tamilnadu, he does not understand the
language. Translate the instructions into English to help him.

PA
DA
SA

jaî brŒJ mnj rhiyÆš ï‹D« bfhŠr« öu« bršY§fŸ. ïl¥g¡f« Kjš
tisÉš âU«ò§fŸ. _‹W ÃÄl« bjhl®ªJ elªJ bršY§fŸ. ïl¥òw« kŠrŸ Ãw¤âš
xU bgÇa f£ol¤ij milå®fŸ.ïªâa‹ t§» V.o.v«. mj‰F mL¤j f£olkhF«.

ANSWERS:

1.Go straight along Mahatma Gandhi road from the bus stop.There is a very big
post office on the right. Cross the road opposite the post office . Enter the lane close to
the Indian Bank.The second building on the left is malar Hospital.
2. Dangerous spots. There are whirlpools here. Do not venture into the river.

3. Go straight . Turn left and cross first lane.Walk past the Kamaraj higher
secondary school. Turn and walk towards right. You will find the Taj Hotel on the left
side of the road.
4.Go Straight. Turn Right. Walk past the Nethaji road,you can see a post office
there. Opposite to the Post office, you will find the Studio.
5. Please go a few metres in this road. Turn left and cross the first lane. Walk
about three minutes.You will reach a large building yellow in colour, Indian Bank ATM is
next to the building.

(I) MATCHING THE SLOGANS WITH PRODUCTS :
1. Credit card
—
Sun beam in your hand
2. Foot wear
—
the best policy
3. Torch light
—
Moon walk
4. Computer
—
Buy now, pay later
5. Insurance
—
Own your computer, own life

5X1=5
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(II) MATCHING THE SLOGANS WITH PRODUCTS :
5X
1. Lip stick
—
Talk more, pay less
2. Alarm clock
—
Melts in mouth
3.Ice cream
—
Prevents loss of hair
4.Hair oil
—
Paint the town red
5.Cell phone
—
Rings on time with perfect chime
(III) MATCHING THE SLOGANS WITH PRODUCTS :
5X
1. Bio diesel
—
fresh fruots and vegetables
2. Surf Excel
—
favourite hindware
3. Kodak film
—
Eco –friendly fuel
4. Parry ware
—
a friend to your clothes
5. L.G Fridge
—
Freezes golden moments
(IV) MATCHING THE SLOGANS WITH PRODUCTS :
5X
1. Sprite
—
I never knew you had dandruff
2. Gillette Razors
—
Sense and sensibility
3. Philips
—
Applying thoughts
4. Wipro Technologies
—
The best a man can get
5. Head & Shoulders shampoo —
Obey your thirst
(V) MATCHING THE SLOGANS WITH PRODUCS :
5X
1. Coffee
—
Wash and use even torn clothes
2. Tooth paste
—
For flawless writing
3. Detergent
—
Drink it hot when in deep thought
4. Ball – point pen
—
Make fire in a rare way
5. Box of matches
—
no more germs, your teeth
Product matching answers :
(I)
1)
d
2) c
(II)
1)
d
2) e
(III) 1)
c
2) d
(IV)
1)
e
2) d
(V)
1)
c
2) e

3)
3)
3)
3)
3)

a
b
e
b
a

4)
4)
4)
4)
4)

e
c
b
c
b

5)
5)
5)
5)
5)

1=5

1=5

1=5

1=5

b
a
a
a
d

(b ) Dialogue Writting
1. Write a dialogue with at least five utterances between the managing
Director of a company and Kannan who is attending an interview. 1 x 5 = 5
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2. Write a dialogue with at least five utterances between a mother and her son on
studies.
1x5=5
3. Write a dialogue with at least five utterances between Mr.Kumar and the Train
Ticket Examiner in the Train .
1x5=5

4. Write a dialogue with at least five utterances between Mr. Vivek who is suffering
From sleeplessness meets the doctor.
1x5=5
5. Vidhya goes to a book seller asking for some books. Write a dialogue with At
least five utterances between them.
1x5=5

PA
DA
SA

ANSWER :
1. ( The dialogue is between a Managing director and Mr.Kan nan )
Managing Director : How are old are you now ?
Kannan
: Iam now twenty - two
M.D
: Where did you study ?
Kannan
: I Studied in the Presidency College, Chennai
M.D
: What is your Qualification ?
Kannan
: I am a Post Graduate in Physics
M.D
: Are you employed at present anywhere?.
Kannan
: No, Sir, I am not employed at present
M.D
: Can you join duty immediately?
Kannan
: Yes Sir, I can join duty even today.
2. (The dialogue
Mother :
Son
:
Mother :
Son
:
Mother :
Son
:
Mother :
Son
:
Mother :
Son
:

is between a mother and a son )
Where are you going now ?
Iam going to the school.
When will your examination start ?
Our examination will start from next week
Have you prepared well for the examination?
Yes, I have prepared well for the examination.
How many marks will you get in the public Exam ?
I Will get more than 400 marks.
Which group do you want to join in + 2 Course ?
I want to join first group in + 2 Course.
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3. ( The dialogue is between Mr. Kumar and the Train Ticket Examiner )
TTE
: Where is your ticket ?
Kumar
: It is here
TTE
: Where are you going ?
Kumar
: I am going to Chennai
Kumar
: When will this train reach Chennai?
TTE
: It will reach Chennai at 7.00 A.M.
Kumar
: Have you taken you supper Sir?
TTE
: Yes, I have taken my supper.
Kumar
: Can I get the town bus to Stanley hospital from the Station?
TTE
: Yes, You can get the town bus to Stanley hospital from the Station.
4. ( The dialogue is between a Doctor and Mr. Vivek )
Doctor
: What is your problem ?
Vivek
: I am suffering from sleeplessness for the past two days.
Doctor
: Do you have headache?
Vivek
: yes, I have Headache
Doctor
:
Did you vomit ?
Vivek
: No, I didn’t vomit
Doctor
: Did you take any medicine ?
Vivek
: No,I did not take any medicine
Doctor
: Take this medicine
Vivek
: Shall I come tomorrow?
Doctor
: Come if you trouble
5. ( The dialogue
Book Seller
Vidhya
Bookseller
Vidhya
Bookselller
Vidhya
Bookseller
Vidhya
Bookseller
Vidhya

is between a bookseller and Vidhya )
: What can I do for you ?
: Sir, I want to exchange this book
: What is wrong with this book ?
: 10 pages are missing .
: When did you buy this book ?
: I bought this book yesterday.
: Do you have the bill ?
: Yes, I have the bill.
: Well, I will give you another book
: Thank you sir.
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Look at the Picture given below. Express your views on it
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